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Interaction system based on an avatar projected on a pyramidal display

David Loza Matovelle, Samuel Marcos, Eduardo Zalama, Jaime Gómez Garcı́a Bermejo

Abstract— In this paper an interaction system based on a
three dimensional virtual head projected onto a pyramidal
display is proposed. The proposed system makes use of a
social robot behavioral architecture already developed in our
lab, which allows us to interchange developments between our
robotic realizations and the 3D avatar. The overall system is di-
vided into two parts: back projection subsystem and expression
generator subsystem. The back projection subsystem projects a
three-dimensional avatar onto a pyramidal structure in order
to achieve a sensation of depth and realism. The expression
generator subsystem carries out the avatar animations using
shape keys and bones, following the Facial Action Coding
System (FACS). The system consists in several nodes that are
integrated in ROS middleware (Robotic Operating System), and
includes a user interface that makes the avatar teleoperation
easier (the package is avaible in github public respository). In
order to evaluate the expressiveness of the system, two sets of
experiments have been performed: one to analyze the avatar’s
gestural ability, that is, its capability to perform expressions
that can be identified by an observer, and a second experiment
to measure the emotion displaying ability in terms of valence
and arousal.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human robotic interaction (HRI) is becoming more com-
mon. Due to recent developments in artificial intelligence and
the increased level of interaction required in many difficult
tasks. HRI has changed from being a mere requisite to a need
to develop tasks in a better way. In order to do this, we must
switch from complicated procedures to more natural forms
of interaction and communication.

One of the ways to make communication more fluid is to
improve the anthropomorphism of robots. For this reason,
systems with high gestural abilities have been built and
used in the HRI. However, there are significant limitations
regarding the development of systems that can have high
interaction and gestural abilities. Indeed, developing such
systems can be excessively expensive and also have problems
related to the appearance and naturalness. According to
Zlotowski et al [12] the impact of anthropomorphism on
HRI is not developed, for this reason is necessary working
in a robot to maintain its ”human-like impression”.

In the present paper we propose an intermediate solution
which lies in between avatars and robots. As such, an
animated avatar is projected onto a pyramidal display and
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endowed with a ROS based interaction system which is easy
to replicate and can reach high interaction abilities. The goal
is to develop a 3D environment that improves the interaction
level and the presence sensation, adding a dimension to the
common avatars at a relatively low cost. The present work
is aimed at improving interaction through the development
of virtual avatars based on a robotic architecture.

II. HUMAN EXPRESSION AND INTERACTION SYSTEMS

One of the main communication form of human beings
is gestures; human face produces the most obvious and
immediate signals to convey a message. There are multiple
studies about human expression, such as EMFACS [3](Ek-
man and Friesen, 1982), Monadic Phases [11](Tronick, Als,
and Brazelton, 1980) and the Maximally Discriminative
Facial Movement Coding System [4] (MAX: Izard, 1979).
In the present work we used Eckman and Friesen approach
based on Facial Action Coding System (FACS) and action
units [2]. Action Units (AUs) are the fundamental actions
of individual muscles or groups of muscles which produces
small discriminable changes in the face. FACS describes
about one hundred units taking into account movements
of the eyes, eyebrows, eyelids, neck, among others, that
combined produce basic expressions.

On the other hand, transferring a system like FACS to a
robot or avatar with gestural capacities is a difficult task.
Many times we have seen robots and avatars with a group
of coordinated animations that do not take into account other
elements such as flexibility for an adequate interaction. Many
examples of systems with high gestural capacities but lacking
the necessary realism and adequate interaction have been
developed, many of which include elaborate routines, making
them predictable and unappealing.

Hence, to generate systems with high gestural capacities,
it is important to take into account the analysis of expres-
sions for a better understanding of interaction. Part of the
present study analyses the implementation of FACS in the
model, as well as its execution to obtain a high degree of
anthropomorphism.

III. BACK PROJECTION SYSTEM

As starting point we have worked with a 3D model
obtained from side and frontal pictures from a young girl,
the model of this virtual head was developed in [8]. This
model has been chosen because it contains an adequate
appearance together with a reduced number of polygonal
surfaces with respect to other head models such as [5]
which facilitates manipulation. This model has been obtained
by the deformation of a generic model (photographs and
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Fig. 1. CAD model of the system 1. Pyramid 2. Speakers 3. Microphones
4. Display 5. Video camera

a base model). As a modeling tool, Blender project has
been selected because it provides an open and multi-platform
software, has a large tool range and an active development
community, among others.

The back projection system is based on the three views of
the avatar on the pyramid. Fig. 1 shows the CAD model of
the pyramid and its different elements. General dimensions
are 60×50×45 cm. The pyramid (Fig. 1-1) is truncated in the
back side to increase the projection area of the avatar. Three
views of the avatar are projected on the pyramid from a flat
screen (Size: 17 inches, and 1024 × 768 pixel resolution)
disposed on the upper side. Other elements, such as micro-
phones, speakers, and web-cam are part of the equipment
(Fig. 1-2, 1-3, 1-4) and are used as communication elements.

Three animated copies of the same avatar which move
simultaneously have been created generating three views.
Each view is projected over one face of the pyramid (front
and two side views). Rear face is not projected since it is
not accessible to the user because there is a dark panel to
increases the contrast and to limit the incidence of external
light. Side projections are linked to the actions of the front
projection. Fig. 2 shows a screenshot of the avatar projected
over the pyramid.

IV. GESTURE GENERATOR SYSTEM

The gesture-generating system incorporates the FACS into
the Avatar to give it gesture and movement ability.

A. Application of the FACS for the animation.

FACS is a widely used system to systematically describe
human facial expressions. FACS analyses the classification
of individual face movements, based on the activation of
different muscles. The different movements are compiled
in action units. Due to the great quantity and variety of
units described by FACS, only the 11 most significant action

Fig. 2. Pyramidal display

TABLE I
SELECTED ACTION UNITS

Action Unit Name
AU1 Inner Brow Raiser
AU2 Outer Brow Raiser
AU4 Brow Lowerer
AU5 Upper Lid Raiser
AU6 Cheek Raiser
AU7 Lid Tightener
AU9 Nose Wrinkler
AU10 Upper Lip Raiser
AU12 Lip Corner Puller
AU15 Lip Corner Depressor
AU26 Jaw Drop

units have been taken for the development of expressions in
the current work (Table I). Ten additional units have been
added to complement the previous ones, to implement the
movement of face and eyes (Table II) and provide further
naturalness.

According to FACS, there are six basic expressions (sad-
ness, fear, anger, happiness, surprise and disgust) and they
can be understood as the combination of action units. Table
III summarizes the combination of action units used for each
basic expression. Fig. 3 shows the resulting avatar displaying
the six basic expressions.

B. Face animation through shape keys and bones

Shape keys are particular deformations in the model mesh,
interpolated based on the base expression. These shape keys

TABLE II
COMPLEMENTARY ACTION UNITS

Unidad de acción Nombre original
AU45 Blink
AU51 Head Turn Left
AU52 Head Turn Right
AU53 Head Up
AU54 Head Down
AU61 Eyes Turn Left
AU62 Eyes Turn Right
AU63 Eyes Up
AU64 Eyes Down
AU0 Posición neutra
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Fig. 3. Basic expressions a. Sadness, b. Fear, c. Anger, d. Happiness, e.
Surprise, f. Disgust

TABLE III
ACTION UNITS IN BASIC EXPRESSIONS

Emotion Action units in the FACS Action units implemented
Happiness 6+12 6+12
Sadness 1+4+15 1+4+15
Surprise 1+2+5+26 1+2+5+26
Fear 1+2+4+5+7+20+26 1+2+4+5+7+26
Disgust 9+15+16 9+15
Anger 4+5+7+23 4+5+7

are easy to record and can be edited, scaled and mixed
with one another, in different percentages. Other form of
animation is though armatures. Armatures are based on bones
added by the user, which generate the different degrees of
freedom of the model. An armature is the equivalent to a
skeleton and is used to create animations quickly, but without
the details provided by shape keys.

In this work an accurate combination of bones and shape
keys have been used and stored in action units. The obtained
model contains actions for each selected action unit, as
shown in Tables I and II.

C. ROS – Avatar Connection

The proposed animation arquitecture (Fig. 4) has been
implemented using ROS (a framework for software devel-
opment for robots with many applications). The idea of
the work is to use the capacities of ROS and connect it
with Blender to provide benefits to the system and ease
the future integration of enhanced interaction nodes. Three
independent modules or ROS nodes have been implemented:
ROS-Blender Bridge, Gesture Manager and Behaviours.

To connect ROS and Blender, a server in charge of
compiling and executing simultaneously all action units sent
from ROS has been programmed. The actions units were
processed and transformed in animations. In brief, the node
receives a large group of action units resulting in an avatar
animation based on shape keys and bones.

Fig. 4. Basic structure of animation in ROS

TABLE IV
DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVATION ELEMENTS IN AN ACTION UNIT

Element Description
Name Action unit identity in Blender.
Intensity Upper and lower limits (start – end), which

determine the animation intervals that will
be executed.

Blendin Percentage that can be combined with other
action units, speed of each AU.

Velocity Speed with which the action unit is exe-
cuted, which then becomes the execution
time of the action unit.

The next node in the animation system is the ROS-Blender
Bridge, which ensures the connection with the avatar. This
node is in charge of sending action units to Blender with
the expression as a vector defined in formula 1. Table IV
describes components of an action: name, intensity, velocity
and blendin.

action = [Name, Intensity,Blendin, V elocity] (1)

The gesture manager is responsible for modeling emo-
tional expressions from the combination of different action
units as shown in expression 2. Each action unit is associated
with an individual intensity (AUn , in). In addition, each
expression contains a parameter of total intensity (it) that
regulates the intensity of the expression as a whole (for
example we can tune a 60% happiness or a 30% sadness).
Finally, The total time (tt), indicates how long will take to
perform the expression. Those expressions can be defined as
a combination of action units that can be created, recorded,
and used expressions that can be called through labels
(sadness, fear, sleepiness, and so on).

expresion =

it

AU1 i1
AU2 i2
... ...

AUn in

 , tt

 (2)
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Fig. 5. Animation sequence with key frames

The behavior node handles a group of key frames defined
in time and intensity. The idea of a key frame is similar
to the ones used in animation programs. Key frames are
constitutive elements in a sequence and are structured by
a basic expression (defined as 2), to which extra action
units are added. For instance, eye closure and head tilt
can be added to the happiness expression by adding the
corresponding action units.

Besides the basic expression plus the extra action units, the
total intensity, expression time, and total time are added to
define a key frame. These parameter correspond to the final
expression intensity, the expression duration and the waiting
time to exchange key frames, respectively.

The animation process consists in determining different
key frames that are defined and interpolated. An example of
a sequence carried out by the animation process is presented
in Fig. 5. Such sequences can be saved and the operator can
recall them through the user interface.

V. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

In order to evaluate the expressiveness of the system, two
sets of experiments have been performed: one to analyze
the avatar’s gestural ability, that is, its capability to perform
expressions that can be identified by an observer, and a
second experiment to measure the emotion displaying ability
in terms of valence and arousal.

The system has been placed on a supporting column at
1 m height Users have been suggested to place (initially)
about 0.4 m away from the front face of the pyramid, seeing
it at a viewing angle about 60 degrees. Moreover, users have
been allowed to move freely around the pyramid, although
most of them have remained about the initial distance. Room
lighting has been dimmed to allow a proper visual contrast.

The experiments have been conducted as follows. In order
to evaluate the emotional behavior of the developed avatar,
we have performed two sets of tests that are reported in Table
V. The first set (denoted as T1, T2 and T3) is oriented to

TABLE V
EVALUATION T1 – IDENTIFYING EXPRESSIONS IN THE

DISPLAY (STATIC IMAGE)

Happ Sad Surp Fear Dis Ang Percent
Happiness 21 2 2 0 0 0 84%
Sadness 0 11 0 8 6 0 44%
Surprise 0 1 18 6 0 0 72%
Fear 0 0 8 15 2 0 60%
Disgust 0 0 0 1 14 10 56%
Anger 0 0 0 1 10 14 56%

TABLE VI
EVALUATION T2 – IDENTIFYING EXPRESSIONS IN THE

DISPLAY (ANIMATED)

Happ Sad Surp Fear Dis Ang Percent
Happiness 22 0 0 1 2 0 88%
Sadness 0 15 7 2 1 0 60%
Surprise 0 0 20 4 1 0 80%
Fear 0 0 8 12 5 0 48%
Disgust 0 0 0 3 14 8 56%
Anger 0 0 0 0 4 21 84%

measure the avatar’s gestural ability, that is, its capability to
perform expressions that can be identified by an observer.
On the other hand, the second set (T4-1 and T4-2) aims
to measure the emotional displaying ability of the head,
which refers to the ability to perform emotional expressions
which valence and arousal can be correctly perceived by an
observer. The performed tests are based on other evaluations
[9], [10] oriented to compare the expressiveness of a robotic
development with the expressiveness of a reference set of
emotions (e.g. a set of static images) or with other robots
endowed with similar interaction capabilities. In addition,
for the categorization of the valence and arousal of the
performed expressions the “circumplex model of affect”,
proposed by James A.Russell [7] has been used in our
experiment.

A. Tests of gestural ability

The first set of experiments aims to measure the differ-
ences, if any, in terms of gestural ability of the avatar. To
achieve this, 75 participants took part in tests T1, T2 and T3.
We divided participants into heterogeneous subgroups of 25
persons each, Each group was asked to identify the emotional
expression showed by the avatar under three conditions:
static avatar displayed on a computer screen (T1), animated
avatar displayed on a computer screen (T2) and animated
avatar displayed on the pyramidal display (T3). The six basic
emotional expressions shown in Fig. 3 (sadness, fear, anger,
happiness, surprise, and disgust) where randomly presented
to the participants who were asked to identify them.

In the case of T1, the images shown to the participants cor-
respond to a capture of the avatar displaying each emotional
expression at maximum intensity. On the other hand, for T2
and T3, the avatar performed dynamically the six emotional
expressions from a neutral face to the maximum expression
intensity.

Tables V, VI and VII show the results for the T1, T2 and
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TABLE VII
EVALUATION T3 - IDENTIFYING EXPRESSIONS IN THE

PYRAMID (ANIMATED)

Happ Sad Surp Fear Dis Ang Percent
Happiness 22 0 0 3 0 0 88%
Sadness 1 17 2 4 1 0 68%
Surprise 1 0 22 2 0 0 88%
Fear 0 0 7 11 4 3 44%
Disgust 1 0 1 1 19 3 76%
Anger 0 2 0 0 5 18 72%

T3 respectively. It can be observed that dynamic expressions
are more easily recognized than those displayed statically,
which is aligned with previous research [1]. Also, we can
see that the overall identification of expressions improves
(around 20%) when displaying them on the pyramidal dis-
play (Table VII).

For all conditions, the expressions with higher recognition
scores are happiness and surprise. The least clearly recog-
nized expression is fear, whereas sadness and disgust are
about a medium recognition level, in coherence with previous
studies where the most difficult expressions to identify were
anger and fear [6].

B. Tests of emotional expression ability

To evaluate the emotional expression ability of the pro-
totype, the circumplex model of affect, proposed by James
A. Russell [7] has been used. This model assesses emotions
as the association of one or more dimensions in different
levels. It is worth mentioning that there are not precise
values for one or another expression in this study; rather,
expressions are categorized in zones where they should be
shown according to the intensity that we have.

For the present case, two dimensions of interest have
been taken: valence and arousal. Valence is understood as
the attractiveness (positive valence) or aversion (negative
valence) of an event, object or situation (the expressions
shown on the pyramid, in our case). On the other hand,
the arousal can be understood as the value necessary for
activating the different expressions.

The circumplex model of affect is shown in Fig. 6-a.
Arousal represents the vertical axis and valence represents
the horizontal axis, while the center of the circle represents a
neutral valence and a medium level of arousal. The emotional
states or expressions can be represented at any level of
valence and arousal, or at a neutral level of one or both
of these factors. Expressions such as alarmed, excited, and
happy have high valence activation levels. On the other hand,
fatigued and sleepy have low activation levels. In addition,
expressions with positive valence values (pleasant) are found
on the right side of the circumplex, consent and calm among
them. In contrast, on the other side (unpleasant) expressions
such as miserable, frustrated, distressed, etc. can be found.
According to the model, the emotions decrease in correlation
as one moves away from another in the circumplex.

This context was explained to the users, and they were
shown the six expressions and asked to describe, in terms of

TABLE VIII
EVALUATION T4-1 - VALENCE: NUMBER OF USERS WHO RATED EACH

EXPRESSION IN EACH CATEGORY (FROM 1 TO 9)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Happiness 1 2 6 4 6 1 5 0 0
Sadness 5 3 8 5 3 1 0 0 0
Fear 3 2 3 8 6 2 1 0 0
Anger 1 5 8 7 2 2 0 0 0
Surprise 1 1 3 6 6 0 6 1 1
Disgust 2 4 15 4 0 0 0 0 0

TABLE IX
EVALUATION T4-2 - AROUSAL: NUMBER OF USERS WHO RATED EACH

EXPRESSION IN EACH CATEGORY (FROM 1 TO 9)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Happiness 4 3 4 4 3 6 1 0 0
Sadness 2 0 3 2 5 3 4 3 3
Fear 0 0 1 4 2 2 6 3 7
Anger 0 2 6 1 4 4 3 4 1
Surprise 0 0 3 0 3 1 5 7 6
Disgust 0 0 0 0 3 2 5 7 8

valence and arousal, the sensation “conveyed” by the avatar.
A moderator registered the level of arousal and valence
(positive or negative). The 25 users were asked to score from
1 to 9 the six emotional expressions in terms of valence and
arousal. Previously they were informed about the meaning
of the two variables. The results are shown in table VIII
(valence) and table IX (arousal). The valence was evaluated
from 1 to 9, 0 corresponding to the most unpleasant value
and 9 to the most pleasant one; and the arousal (different to
that of the FACS’s) was evaluated in the same range, 1 for a
moderate “effort” and 9 for the maximum one. Tables show
the number of subjects reporting each possible value.

Averaged values of valence and arousal for the different
expressions from tables VIII and IX are represented in Fig.
6-b. Figure shows the areas in which the different expressions
produced by the pyramid are present. The majority of expres-
sions are shown in the second quadrant, which is appropriate
(4 out of 6 expressions fall in this region: sadness, fear,
disgust, anger) in comparison with the model of Fig. 6-
a. Also, the activation level is appropriate: the majority of
expressions require positive activation levels. Also there is a
high consensus on arousal and valence. However, happiness
is correctly located in valence, but don’t have appropriate
intensity to be more evident. Particularly the case of the
smile depends on context (sometimes is called the ”fake
smile”), in the present case being an evaluation without any
context, can give the user the wrong feeling. In general the
emotional expressions evaluated agree with the theoretical
results in terms of valence and intensity, which means that
the expressions carried out inside the pyramid are appropriate
and allow for the context to be conveyed for each expression.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK.

In this paper, an interaction system based on a pyramidal
display has been presented. The different elements have been
described, covering the modeling, structure and construction
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Fig. 6. Circumplex model of affect (a) Theoretical [7] (b) Obtained from
experimentation

of the pyramid. The interaction system has been discussed,
as well as its node-based architecture and the way the
avatar is controlled though ROS. The different expressions
have been generated using the FACS, and to this end, the
number of action units has been refined to perform the six
basic emotions. The animations are built by using shape
keys and bones, grouped in actions. The system have been
developed following a methodology with a clear robotic
orientation based on the use of (virtual) bones-type actuators
and the FACS human expression model, as opposed to the
usual approaches used in animation. Therefore, the current
approach allows the results to be directly applied to the
development of physical robotic heads.

The experiments carried out in this work have covered two
main aspects. On the one hand, the recognition of emotions
by the users has been analyzed. It has been shown that
the emotional expressions generated by the 3D avatar are
easier to recognize and preferred by the users over static
and animated images. On the other hand, the emotional
ability has been analyzed using the circumplex model. Major
finding has been that the pyramidal display helps perceiving
the system expressions and, therefore, provides a better
interaction with the user.

We are currently working on integrating further interaction
abilities (face recognition, lip synchronization, speech, visual

tracking, etc.) and address long term validation in real
operation environment, providing service and assistance to
users. A ROS package of this work can be downladed from
github.com/DLMdevelopments/Hologram-pyramid.
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